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INTRODUCTION

This report explores the potential energies available for you in a particular location in the world.

The report has evolved from a technique called astro-mapping, which overlays your chart on a

map of the world using various methods. This overlay means that certain planets will be stronger

in particular geographical areas. Through interpreting these planetary energies you can have an

astrological map which tells you the best place to apply for promotions, to go on holidays, to

meet lovers, and to live a more fulfilled life in the areas that are important to you.

PLANETS ON ANGLES

Maximum Orb Used: 10°00'

Venus - Culminate Line (Orb 3°26': Moderate Influence)

Relationships with work colleagues and with your boss or employer will gain momentum along

this line. You will seek to form advantageous relationships to further your professional goals.

Social contacts and your own image will play an important role in advances in your professional

life. If you are seeking a profession in the fashion industry or in artistic fields, you will be

successful along this line. Pleasure will also become an important part of your life goals. This can

be an ideal line for a holiday during which you intend to reassess your life direction.

The Moon - Set Line (Orb 9°16': Weak Influence)

Your emotional needs for a relationship will be strong along this line. You will crave a warm and

caring bond with another person, and may even come to depend on someone else for your own

emotional needs. This is an ideal line for a cozy holiday with your loved one, but may not be

beneficial to a long-term relationship. There is a danger that you will place more emphasis on your

partner's needs than on your own in an effort to satisfy your craving for togetherness. In other

words your self-sufficiency is sacrificed for the relationship. Business relationships may also suffer

as a result of emotional entanglements.

PLANET DIRECTION LINES

Maximum Orb Used: 10°00'

Azimuth from original location: 286°15'



Neptune - Local Space Line - Azimuth 281°26' (Conjunct - Orb 4°49': Moderate Influence)

This line can bring either a renewed sense of wonder at the spiritual and artistic truths of this

world and beyond, or a sense of disillusionment and loss. The answer may be in why you are

thinking of moving along this line. If it is to join a spiritual community or follow a guru, it may be

a wise choice. But first make sure that you are not deluded. If you are thinking of moving because

you are generally confused and dissatisfied with life, then maybe a different line would be a better

path.

PARAN LINES

Maximum Orb Used: 2°00'

Saturn Setting / Uranus Upper (Orb 0°23')

Here you are independent and self-motivated. You may have a yearning to work towards saving

some aspect of humanity which is at odds with your personal belief system. It is also possible that

you have some original ideas connected with the business world, along with the ability and the

self-discipline to achieve your aims. Under this influence you may have good organizing powers

and may have a talent for mathematics and science.

The Moon Rising / Pluto Setting (Orb 1°33')

This combination can create problems if not handled with care. Life takes on an intensity which, if

properly channeled, can be positive. However, it is also likely to prove volatile. You will become

an intensely emotional person, prone to extreme highs and lows coupled with a love of drama.

Relationships with family and loved ones may become the focus of intense emotional battles. If

possible, your intense emotions should best be poured into a demanding and creative project

rather than in fighting with other people. This way you may avoid the emotional confrontations

and achieve a renewed sense of personal power.

Mars Setting / Uranus Rising (Orb 1°38')

Adventure, especially if it involves risk, appeals to you under this influence. You may feel the

need to express your energy level by taking chances, venturing into hitherto unexplored

territories. You may also be attracted to dangerous sports. However, you may need to direct all of

your pent-up energy into constructive outlets. Otherwise you are in danger of going over the top

and harming yourself, and possibly others, with your reckless behavior.

* * *

Original Text (C)1995, Esoteric Technologies Pty Ltd The text in Solar Maps has been written

by Australian astrologer Stephanie Johnson. Stephanie holds a Bachelor of Arts (Journalism)

and was a journalist in Australia, England and the U.S.A. for 15 years before becoming a

professional astrologer. She is currently a consulting astrologer and Company Director of

Esoteric Technologies Pty Ltd in Adelaide, Australia. She holds the FAA Practitioners

qualification and was a former editor of the Journal of the Federation of Australian Astrologers.

The editor for the U.S.A. version is Bill Sweeney.


